provided for in the Title IV of the RPC (“On the functioning of the Parliament”), thus
aside to the regulation of legislative proceedings.
Even in the doubtful event that the said rule could be applied to include in
the Plenary’s agenda, with a decisory intention, an issue whose prior legilative
processing was

still unfinished, it is obvious that to this end the legislative

proceedings should have commenced and been in progress, through any of the
procedures provided for as numerus clausus in the RPC. Only then, when
proceedings (the “common” one or any of the spcial ones) have been instituted and
are operational, should also been identifiable the proceedings carried out and those
still pending, as well as whether the latter should be omitted or excluded on good
grounds in order to include the issue in the Plenary’s agenda; possibility that can by
no means be regarded as unlimited, but those parliamentary proceedings being,
generally speaking, a safeguard of the rights of representatives and, specifically, of
minorities.
What has by no means been authorized by art. 81.3 RPC to that majority is to
create extra ordinem legislative “proceedings” on its own criterion; it would lead to
the irrational and unbearable en derecho conclusion that each and every proceeding
effectively provided for and regulated in the RPC would be merely of a provision
nature dispositivo and exchangeable, through the free decision of the said majority.
However, it was herein so understood by the Plenary of the Parliament of Catalonia,
that had recourse to this file to alter the agenda when the legislative initiative, freshly
admitted by the Mesa, did not even start its procedural path in one or another of the
procedural methods available and without being aware of the specific processing to
be followed and, from it, those who could perchance be ignored.
Therefore, under the alleged protection of a rule intended for the exceptional
innovation of the agenda, the majority, in the end, innovated the own RPC and
adjudicated parinteda the case not the mere abolition, as stated by their speakers,
of one or another procedural processing, but an unprecedented “proceeding” which
was designed and executed

at their convenience. At this point, it is rather

understandable that the most serious, from the constitutional point of view, is not the
restrain, higher or lower -the highest in this case- of specific rights of the
representatives, but the subordination and subsequent downgrading of the entire rule
of law to the rule of the majority, aside from any regulation. Those rights would have

been subjected to a severe violation, as well as the due legislative procedure, even
assuming that the majority would have allowed for a wider scope of participation for
minorities. The power of deputies -especially those associated to the fundamental
right
provided for in art. 23.2 CE- are performed and respected according to the rule of law,
not to a courteous deference (CCJ 109/2016, of 7 June, LG 5).
D) The Chamber also decided, throughout the accelerated course of this
abnormal “proceeding”, the abolition of what the President called “processing” of the
opinion requested to the Council for Statutory Guarantees on the conformity of the
bill to the Constitution and the SAC, guarantee created by the own Statute [art.
76.2.b)], pro the best accommodation of legislative initiatives to the constitutionality
block, for which specific regulation the Statute itself refers to “the terms established
by law” (initial section of the same art. 76.2 SAC), namely, Law 2/2009, governing
the own Council. It is worth highlighting that this Law is entitled to request an
opinion on “the compliance to the Statute of Autonomy and to the Constitution of
drafts and bills approved by the Government, including those processed in a single
reading” [art. 16.1.b)] by two parliamentary groups or one-tenth of deputies [art. 23.b)].
This request is processed through the Mesa of the Chamber, whom declares its
admissibility or non-admissibility, and produces, if admitted and submitted to the
Council, to the suspension of the corresponding legislative procedure whilst the
opinion is produced or until a specific period has elapsed without being submitted (arts.
26.1 and 4 and 27.bis.1 and 5). The RPC additionally provides for a processing of
subsequent amendments to these opinions (art. 120).
It is unambiguously apparent from all this regulation that the request for an
opinion by the Council for Statutory Guarantees is a guarantee that relates to the
SAC itself and is included as such power, as provided for Law 2/2009 and the RPC,
all along the legislative procedure. As a safeguard in the interest of constitutional
regularity of legislative initiatives and a power conferred to the diputies and grups
legitimated in respect thereof, the opportunity to request for an opinioncannot be
abolished by the Chamber without lossing the integrity of the own legislative
procedure and at the same time the rights of the representatives to exercize this specific
power conferred by the Law and incorporated to its legal, constitutional status (art.
23.2 CE). However, the Plenary abolished this power without further ado, and the

subsequent safeguards, regarding the particular processing disposed for the bill of the
“self- determination referendum”. The Plenary carried it out under its exclusive
authority, between persistent protests of deputies members of minorities and despite
express warnings of the own Council for Statutory Guarantees, a body that by an
agreement taken the same 6 September 2017 reminded Parliament, as regards the
requests submitted by two parliamentary groups “the mandatory nature, within the
legislative procedure and subsequent to the publication of any bill, of the initiation of
the period for requesting an opinion to this Council”.
E) From the aforementioned it is followed that in the parliamentary
processing that ended up in the Law 19/2017 incurred in serious violations of the
legislative procedure, which undoubtedly affected the formation of the Chamber’s
will, to the rights of minorities and the rights to all citizens to take part in public affairs
through representatives (art. 23.1 and 2 CE).
The Court points out, to this effect, that the primary role of any parlamentary
assembly, and hence also of the parliament of Catalonia (arts. 152.1 CE and 55.1
SAC), is to represent the citizens; a role which is only properly fulfilled if those
elected by the electoral body for performing it do adhere on the whole to the
proceedings disposed by the legal system ant to the legal rules which, mostly
integrated within the Chamber’s rules of procedure, ensure no discriminatory
participation from all representatives. This ensures the

necessary respect of

minorities, without which the principle of the majority for the final adoption of
decisions, equally indisputable, would jeopardise its legitimacy. The parliamentary
democracy certainly is not exhausted by forms and proceedings, but respect for both
of them lies within its inexcusable premises (CCJ 109/2016, LG 5). Which has
been jeopardised in the legislative procedures is the proper formation of the
Chamber’s will; perhaps, this could have not finally been altered, according to some
discussions taken in this parliamentary debate unfortunately implied, if the legal
boundaries regulating the procedure to exercise the legislative proceedings would
have been followed (and not infringed, as it really happened). The legislative’s
will is constitutional and therefore legitimate solely if those proceedings are
followed.
7. For the foregoing reasons, we hereby declare the unconstitutionality and
nullity, in its entirety, of Law of the Parliament of Catalonia 19/2017, of 6 September,
so-called “on the self-determination referendum” (art. 39.1 LOTC). Given that the

present Judgment “shall be fully binding on all persons” (arts. 164.1 CE and 38.1
LOTC), it is therefore inappropriate to grant the petitioning party’s request in respect
of the personal notification to certain authorities and public offices from the
Generalitat. However, as provided for in arts. 87.1 and
92.1 LOTC, it is appropiate to declare that the duty of those authorities and public
offices, stated in the decision issued on 7 September 2017 (second background fact of
this Judgment), at present referred to preventing or blocking any attempt which
would imply ignoring or avoiding the ruling of this Judgment (in a similar vein, CCJ
90/2017, LG 13) should remain.
RULING
In consideration of all of the foregoing, the Constitutional Court, BY THE
AUTHORITY CONFERRED BY THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SPANISH
NATION,
Has decided
To uphold the present action on unconstitutionality and, consequently, to
declare the nullity and unconstitutionality of the Law of Catalonia 19/2017, of 6
September, so-called “on the self-determination referendum”
May this Judgment be published in the “Official State Gazette” (Boletín
Oficial del
Estado).
Handed down in Madrid, 17 October 2017.

